The 'Northrop Grumman, ViaSat and Optus, Country Scholarship for Burgmann College' will be offered to two students from rural and regional areas with a particular focus on the Riverina region who accept or have accepted an offer of a program of study at The Australian National University (ANU) in one of the Science, Technology, Engineering or Mathematics (STEM) fields.

Scholarship recipients must be entering their first year of study at ANU, and reside at Burgmann College whilst receiving the scholarship.

Applicants must be 20 years of age or younger when they apply.

The recipient will be awarded $10,500 per year for three years ($31,500 in total) to assist with living expenses on campus at Burgmann College.
Burgmann College is one of the most prestigious colleges at ANU. Situated in a parkland setting amid mature trees, lawns and gardens, Burgmann College occupies one of the best locations on ANU Campus next to Lake Burley Griffin. Everything on campus is only a short walk or bike ride away, and Canberra’s city centre is within walking distance. As an affiliated College, Burgmann College takes pride in its independence and commitment to partnering with ANU.

Burgmann College welcomes all community minded students who are focussed academically and in other ways, and wish to work seriously to achieve their goals.

BURGMANN COLLEGE HAS:
• 350 FELLOW RESIDENTS WITH A VIBRANT MIX OF POSTGRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
• A SHARED LEARNING COMMUNITY
• FULLY CATERED FOOD SERVICE, PROVIDING FOR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS
• EXTENSIVE SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND SPORTING PROGRAMS
• STRONG PASTORAL CARE FOCUS WITH 20 RESIDENTIAL ADVISORS
• ‘LIVE-IN’ PRINCIPAL AND DEPUTY PRINCIPAL

The Australian National University (ANU) is a world-leading university in Australia’s capital city, Canberra, and its campus is located on 145 hectares of beautifully maintained parklands. ANU’s focus on research as an asset, and an approach to education, ensures its graduates are in demand the world-over for their abilities to understand and apply vision and creativity to addressing complex contemporary challenges.

ANU has been ranked in the top 20 universities in the world and is the highest ranked Australian university by the QS Top Universities rankings based on a range of measures such as academic reputation, employer reputation, research citations and the ratio of staff to students.

ANU offers an extensive range of single Bachelor degrees programs in the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields.

how to apply

The scholarship will be administered by The Australian National University. For more information about how to apply, please visit The Australian National University scholarship and support portal:
www.anu.edu.au/students/scholarships-support